PROTOCOL FOR ROBUST IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS OF ERYTHROCYTE AGGREGATION USING ULTRASOUND SPECTROSCOPY
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Abstract—Erythrocyte aggregation is a non-specific marker of acute and chronic inflammation. Although it is usual to evaluate this phenomenon from blood samples analyzed in laboratory instruments, in vivo real-time assessment of aggregation is possible with spectral ultrasound techniques. However, variable blood flow can affect the interpretation of acoustic measures. Therefore, flow standardization is required. Two techniques of flow standardization were evaluated with porcine and equine blood samples in Couette flow. These techniques consisted in either stopping the flow or reducing it. Then, the sensibility and repeatability of the retained method were evaluated in 11 human volunteers. We observed that stopping the flow compromised interpretation and repeatability. Conversely, maintaining a low flow provided repeatable measures and could distinguish between normal and high extents of erythrocyte aggregation. Agreement was observed between in vivo and ex vivo measures of the phenomenon ($R^2 = 82.7\%$, $p$ value $< 0.0001$). These results support the feasibility of assessing in vivo erythrocyte aggregation in humans by quantitative ultrasound means. (E-mail: guy.cloutier@umontreal.ca) © 2017 World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Erythrocyte aggregation refers to the reversible tendency of mammalian red blood cells (RBCs) to associate under low blood flow or stagnation conditions (Baskurt et al. 2011). RBC hyper-aggregation has been extensively reported in various pathophysiological conditions, such as cancers, diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular diseases. In particular, hyper-aggregation is often associated with inflammatory disorders, as some proteins released in the bloodstream, notably fibrinogen, enhance inter-RBC attraction forces (Weng et al. 1996a). Consequently, indicators of erythrocyte aggregation are commonly used in clinical research as a surrogate marker of inflammation (Berliner et al. 2005; Reggiori et al. 2009).

Several techniques have been proposed for the quantitative measurement of erythrocyte aggregation. In general, the measure relies on laboratory-based instruments requiring blood sampling and the use of anticoagulant. Indices based on erythrocyte sedimentation rate (Fåhraeus 1929), blood viscosity (Chien et al. 1967) or light transmission and scattering (Baskurt et al. 1998) are used as indicators of the degree of RBC aggregation. Particularly, the laser aggregometer is still the most accepted instrument for RBC aggregation measurements (Baskurt et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 1999). The key advantage of this instrument is that the measure is done under well-controlled conditions, thus reducing the effect of confounding factors (i.e., shear rate, hematocrit, sedimentation and temperature).

In vivo assessment of RBC aggregation has also been proposed, mostly using ultrasound approaches (Rouffiac
et al. 2004; Tripette et al. 2013, 2015). The main aim of \textit{in vivo} measurements is to continuously monitor the acute inflammation response in patients under critical care evaluation, notably those at risk of septicemia (Fernandes 2013; Tripette et al. 2013). The most used ultrasound technique is based on the measurement of a fundamental acoustic property of blood: the backscatter coefficient (BSC). The BSC is a quantitative value that reflects the capacity of a tissue to return acoustic energy at a certain frequency (Shung 2005). At any physiologic hematocrit, the BSC of blood increases in amplitude as a result of erythrocyte aggregation (Foster et al. 1994; Yu and Cloutier 2007; Yuan and Shung 1988). The main advantage of the BSC is that it is independent of the ultrasound system characteristics, so reported values can be compared between laboratories (Anderson et al. 2010). It is a common practice to summarize the frequency-dependent BSC with descriptive parameters, which is usually represented by a spectral curve fitted to scattering models (Franceschini et al. 2008; Yu and Cloutier 2007) or by taking the slope of the curve (Scheipers 2009). Other ultrasound techniques, such as power Doppler (Cloutier and Shung 1992) and envelope statistics (Destrempes et al. 2016), have also been proposed to quantify RBC aggregation.

Despite several efforts, there are still a few challenges for \textit{in vivo} measurements by ultrasound. In contrast to laboratory-based \textit{ex vivo} techniques, \textit{in vivo} measurements imply a lack of control over factors such as the blood temperature, hematocrit and flow shear rate. Most authors implicitly consider that changes in body temperature are minimal and neglect this effect, which is acceptable under changes up to a few degrees Celsius (Baskurt et al. 2011; Neumann et al. 1987). On the other hand, hematocrit changes can cause significant differences in measurements and are usually corrected for or considered constant unless a hemorrhagic condition prevails.

The main confounding factor for \textit{in vivo} assessment of RBC aggregation is the flow shear rate. Shearing forces are created by flowing blood traveling at different velocities depending on the position in the vessel. RBC aggregation typically occurs at shear rates between 0.0001 and 100 s$^{-1}$, with more aggregation present at the lowest range (Chien et al. 1967). In conditions such as diabetes mellitus, shear rates above 100 s$^{-1}$ may be necessary to disrupt pathologic RBC aggregates (Cloutier et al. 2008). At high shears near the vessel wall, aggregates partially or totally dissociate (Fig. 1). Conversely, low shear rates can be found close to the longitudinal axis of a vessel or in recirculation zones, which enhance RBC aggregation.

A minimum shear rate is necessary to promote aggregation as collision efficiency between RBCs is reduced under flow stagnation (Shehada et al. 1993). Flow pulsatility in arteries can also modulate the level of aggregation (Cloutier and Shung 1992; De Kroon et al. 1991). With \textit{ex vivo} Couette systems made of concentric cylinders, as typically used in rheology studies, steady or pulsatile flow can be obtained and shearing forces can be precisely controlled. Couette devices allow the time course of RBC aggregation to be followed from a disaggregated state at a high shear rate (i.e., at a high relative rotation speed of concentric cylinders), or permit evaluation of the impact of a specific shear rate on aggregate size (Nguyen et al. 2008).

Two approaches have been proposed for shear rate adjustment in \textit{in vivo} RBC aggregation measures with ultrasound: either reducing the blood flow by clamping the vessel or no control at all (i.e., natural flow). In porcine experiments (Rouffiac et al. 2004; Tripette et al. 2013), an adjustable clamp was applied downstream of the ultrasound transducer to reduce the blood flow. Low-velocity profiles could give a relatively narrow dispersion of shear rates. In those studies, ultrasound acquisitions were done during the first minute after stabilization of the flow. In human (Tripette et al. 2015) and rabbit (Yu et al. 2011) studies, the venous flow was not controlled, but the maximum velocity was measured to estimate the mean shear rate assuming Poiseuille flow.

The objective of this study was to describe an ultrasound protocol to assess the erythrocyte aggregation level \textit{in vivo} that can be used in a clinical context.

![Fig. 1. Examples of \textit{in vivo} velocity and shear rate profiles in vein flow. (a) Theory predicts a blunted parabolic velocity profile created by the non-Newtonian behavior of blood. Shear rate is zero at the central axis of the vein and maximum at the wall. (b) Experimental flow profile calculated with the particle image velocimetry method (see details below). Artifacts close to the wall are caused by the lack of precision of the estimation under 1 mm/s because of the use of a spatial filter. (c) Region of interest for spectral analysis (see details below). This area contains a median shear rate of about 3 s$^{-1}$.](image)
This article describes the impact of reduced flow and flow stoppage on ultrasound measurements of RBC aggregation based on the BSC and its performance in detecting biological variability of the phenomenon. This study was divided into two stages: (i) evaluation and selection of shear-control methods ex vivo and (ii) in vivo evaluation of the shear-control method retained from the first stage.

METHODS

Blood preparation for ex vivo experiments

Five porcine and three equine blood samples of 500 mL were collected from slaughterhouses, as these species have levels of RBC aggregation close to normal and elevated abnormal levels as in humans, respectively (Weng et al. 1996b; Windberger et al. 2003). The samples were anticoagulated with 1.5 mg/mL ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (Baskurt et al. 2009), stored at room temperature and used within 13 h of collection. To better simulate clinical measurement conditions, white blood cells and platelets were conserved, and the hematocrit was adjusted to 40% by adding/removing autologous plasma after 10 min of centrifugation at 1400 g (3200 rpm). With the aim of degassing the sample, blood preparations were gently stirred for at least 15 min before ultrasound and laser aggregometry measurements.

Apparatus for ex vivo assessment of erythrocyte aggregation

Erythrocyte aggregation of all samples was assessed by laser aggregometry (Regulest, Florange, France). This method constitutes an accepted reference in hemorheological practice (Baskurt et al. 2009, 2011). This apparatus employs a Couette system to shear blood samples of 1 mL to disaggregate erythrocytes and, then, to monitor the intensity of scattered light as aggregates are formed during 2 min of monitoring. Aggregation indices at 10 and 60 s were measured, and are labeled $S_{10}$ and $S_{60}$, respectively. Higher values of these indices indicate a higher level of RBC aggregation. All measurements were performed in a thermostatic chamber with blood samples pre-incubated at 37°C.

All ex vivo ultrasound experiments were conducted at room temperature in a self-designed Couette system. This instrument was not conceptualized to be used with a thermostatic chamber. The apparatus consists of two concentric cylinders 8 and 8.2 cm in radius, as detailed elsewhere (Nguyen et al. 2008). Approximately 100 mL of blood was placed in the 2-mm gap and subjected to the desired shear rate. An acoustic window with a cylindrical geometry was molded into the Couette system with agar gelatin at 2% in distilled water (w/w).

Ex vivo ultrasound protocol

The shearing protocol using the Couette system consisted of three consecutive stages: disaggregation, stabilization and ultrasound data acquisition (Fig. 2). During the disaggregation stage, an initial shear rate of 300 s$^{-1}$ was applied to the blood for 10 s to induce the complete disaggregation of the erythrocytes. This shear rate is lower than that used by laser aggregometry and does not cause hemolysis of the sample (Arwatz and Smits 2013). During the stabilization stage, a pre-defined shear rate was applied for 30 s to simulate an in vivo pre-measuring flowing condition. The stabilization shears repeated in all experiments were 75, 50, 25, 10, 5 and 1 s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2 gives values of 75 and 25 s$^{-1}$). Then, during the acquisition stage, the two shear control methods were tested as follows. For stopped-flow experiments, the rotating cylinder of the Couette system was abruptly stopped. For residual flow experiments, the shear rate was suddenly changed to 5 s$^{-1}$. In both cases, the ultrasound acquisition started for 120 s, recording two frames per second.

In vivo ultrasound protocol

To validate the feasibility of the retained protocol in a clinical context, 11 volunteers between 22 and 52 y of age participated in this study. The protocol was approved by the human ethics committee of the University of Montreal Hospital Research Center. All volunteers provided a written informed consent for blood sampling and ultrasound data recording. No particular exclusion criteria were applied, as no group differentiation was intended

![Fig. 2. Couette shearing protocol. During the disaggregation stage, blood was sheared at 300 s$^{-1}$ to dissociate any aggregate. During the stabilization stage, blood was sheared at several transitional levels (shear rates of 75, 50, 25, 10, 5 and 1 s$^{-1}$ were employed). During the measuring stage, ultrasound images were acquired for spectral analysis in post-processing.](image-url)
for this study. In particular, two individuals declared to have a pro-aggregating disease of cardiovascular or metabolic origin (i.e., aortic aneurysm and diabetes mellitus, respectively). The hematocrit was measured by microcentrifugation on EDTA-anticoagulated blood samples. The laser aggregometry method was used to measure parameters $S_{10}$ and $S_{60}$.

Only the reduced flow protocol pre-tested ex vivo was retained as it turned out to be more repeatable. Ultrasound acquisitions were performed over the medial antebrachial vein of the left arm with subjects in the supine position and the arm in the resting horizontal position. Venous recordings were preferred over arterial ones to reduce the confounding impact of pulsatile flow. The ultrasound transducer was fixed to the arm using a support to produce a longitudinal view of the vein. Then, a hydraulic tourniquet was placed downstream of the transducer to control the flow velocity, increasing gradually the pressure until the desired shear rate was attained.

A median shear rate of 5 s$^{-1}$ was targeted. However, pre-testing on a few volunteers did not always allow a high enough blood velocity to be attained to reach this value. A residual shear rate of 3 s$^{-1}$ was then preferred. To estimate the median shear rate, it was necessary to obtain a velocity map. As Doppler ultrasound is not precise enough for the required speeds, we employed a particle image velocimetry (PIV) algorithm (Garcia 2011), as previously employed in the context of the present study (Garcia-Duitama et al. 2016). Briefly, the algorithm estimated a displacement map by phase correlation for each pair of radiofrequency (RF) images. Then, the displacements were divided by the frame rate to obtain an instantaneous velocity map. A spatial derivative of the radial velocity was used to obtain the instantaneous shear rate profile (see Fig. 1). The steadiness of the blood velocity and shear rate was monitored during data acquisition using the same PIV algorithm. Ultrasound data for BSC estimation were taken after 1 min of flow stabilization.

**Evaluation of the variability and sensitivity of the in vivo technique**

To evaluate the intra-assay variability of in vivo measurements, 10 repeated ultrasound measures were done on a single volunteer. Afterward, the coefficient of variation (CV) was computed for each ultrasound spectral parameter, as recommended in the guidelines of hemorheological techniques (Baskurt et al. 2009). Formally, $\text{CV} = \frac{\sigma}{\mu}$, where $\sigma$ and $\mu$ represent the standard deviation and the mean value of repeated measures, respectively.

The sensitivity of the technique in detecting biological inter-subject variations in RBC aggregation was evaluated by correlating BSC parameters with the laser aggregometer indices $S_{10}$ and $S_{60}$. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) between the in vivo and ex vivo indices was calculated.

**Ultrasound acquisitions**

Ultrasound data were acquired with a high-frequency scanner (Model Vevo 770, VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada) at an imaging rate of 26 frames/s. The scanner was equipped with an oscillatory single-element transducer (Model RMV-703), with a nominal central frequency of 35 MHz and a $-15$-dB bandwidth of 22.5–52.5 MHz. RF signals were amplified by a pulse receiver system (Model 5900 PR, Panametrics, Waltham, MA, USA) and digitized at 250 MHz by a 12-bit acquisition card (Model CS12501, GageScope, Montreal, QC, Canada). To follow the RBC aggregation kinetics, a waveform generator (Model 33250 A, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) triggered the recording of the first two frames at each second.

**Regions of interest in ultrasound images**

For ex vivo measurements in the Couette system, the region of interest (ROI) included the entire gap between the two cylinders. In this case, we assumed a homogeneous aggregation as the Couette system applies a constant shear rate in the entire sample. In contrast, for in vivo experiments, the ROI consisted of half of the lumen, going from one-fourth to three-fourths of the diameter in longitudinal view, thus avoiding the regions close to the walls at highest shear rates (Fig. 1c). ROIs were manually segmented in both ex vivo and in vivo images.

**BSC estimation**

The blood BSC was estimated using the reference phantom technique, as detailed in Garcia-Duitama et al. (2015). The reference medium consisted of a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution of porcine erythrocytes at a volume concentration (i.e., the hematocrit) of 4%. This medium constitutes a reproducible reference that can be modeled analytically, as it inhibits erythrocyte aggregation and presents reduced scattering interference (Wang and Shung 1997). For ex vivo experiments, this solution was sheared in the same Couette apparatus at 5 s$^{-1}$ to acquire ultrasound reference data. For reference in vivo measures, the solution was placed in a plastic beaker in which the probe was immersed. To avoid sedimentation, it was gently agitated with a magnetic stirrer for 30 s and then stopped for 5 s before the acquisition.

The theoretical BSC of the reference medium, $\text{BSC}_{R}$, was analytically calculated using the adaptation of Franceschini et al. (2011):
\[ BSC_R(f) = m \cdot \theta(f, s, \gamma_s) \cdot S(h, f, s) \] (1)

In eqn (1), \( f \) is the insonification frequency; \( m \) is the number density of erythrocytes in the medium, corresponding to the hematocrit divided by the volume of a single erythrocyte; \( \theta \) is the backscatter cross section of a single erythrocyte, as defined in Franceschini and Cloutier (2013); \( s \) is the radius of an erythrocyte; \( \gamma_s \) is the acoustic impedance contrast of an erythrocyte within the PBS solution; \( S \) is the structure function for rigid spheres (Wertheim 1963), which compensates in frequency the intercellular scattering interference, as applied in Garcia-Duitama et al. (2015); and \( h \) is the hematocrit.

The BSC spectral analysis was based on the 1-D power spectrum of the RF data in the ROI using the Welch (1967) method. For this, the RF image was split up with windows of \( 0.37 \times 0.07 \text{ mm} \) in the lateral and axial directions, respectively. Adjacent windows were overlapped by 50%. This technique allowed averaging of at least 220 windows per frame \textit{in vivo} and more than a thousand windows \textit{ex vivo}. For each segment, a Hann window was applied and its periodogram was computed. The average of the squared magnitude periodogram was considered the power spectrum of the window. Then, the BSC of the sample, \( BSC_s \), was estimated using

\[ BSC_s(f) = \frac{1}{|I|} \sum_{i \in I} \frac{S_s(i, f) 10^{\frac{2 \alpha_s d_i f}{10}}}{S_k(i, f) 10^{\frac{2 \alpha_k d_i f}{10}}} BSC_R(f) \] (2)

where \( I \) is the collection of windows dividing the ROI, and \(|I|\) is the cardinality function (i.e., it returns the number of elements of the parameter); \( S_s \) and \( S_k \) are the power spectra of a window \( i \) taken within the sample and the reference medium, respectively; \( \alpha_s \) and \( \alpha_k \) are the total ultrasound attenuation coefficients of the latter media, respectively; and \( d_i \) is the average depth of a window.

The speed of sound and attenuation coefficient of whole blood and of the erythrocyte reference solution was assumed to be 1580 m/s for both media (Bushberg et al. 2002), and 0.23 and 0.014 dB/cm/MHz, respectively (Wang and Shung 1997). The radius of a porcine erythrocyte was approximated to 2.34 \( \mu \text{m} \) as derived from the mean corpuscular volume of a spherical RBC of 54 fl (i.e., \( 10^{-15} \text{ L} \)) (Windberger et al. 2003). The acoustic impedance contrast of erythrocytes within PBS was estimated at 0.11 (Shung 1982). For \textit{ex vivo} experiments, the attenuation of the agar gel coupling was estimated using a standard substitution method (Shung 2005). The acoustic impedance contrast of agar gel within PBS was estimated at 0.11 (Shung 1982). For \textit{ex vivo} experiments, the attenuation of the agar gel coupling was estimated using a standard substitution method (Shung 2005).

### RESULTS

**Ex vivo assessment of erythrocyte aggregation using laser aggregometry**

Equine blood had the highest levels of RBC aggregation after 10 and 60 s of aggregation, when evaluated by laser aggregometry (Table 1). On average, porcine RBC aggregation was higher than that of human subjects. The \( S_{10} \) index was in the same range as in other studies in the literature (Weng et al. 1996a, 1996b). This suggests that porcine blood and equine blood can be used as models of enhanced human RBC aggregation.

**Considerations for evaluating RBC aggregation with ultrasound**

When either stopping the flow or applying a residual shear rate, the RBC aggregation generally stabilized at a characteristic steady state within the 120 s of monitoring (Figs. 3 and 4). A rapid aggregation, characterized by enhanced midband amplitude or lower spectral slope, was observed in the first 10 to 20 s. In the analysis presented in the following sections, we consider the ultrasound parameters at the steady state (i.e., at 120 s) to characterize the erythrocyte aggregation of a given blood sample.

### Table 1. Averaged erythrocyte aggregation in three species as assessed by laser aggregometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Pig</th>
<th>Horse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S_{10} ) (no units)</td>
<td>21.8 ± 4.3</td>
<td>27.9 ± 3.9</td>
<td>32.3 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_0 ) (no units)</td>
<td>32.2 ± 3.0</td>
<td>34.2 ± 5.1</td>
<td>36.9 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Parameters \( S_{10} \) and \( S_0 \) represent the aggregometer measurements 10 and 60 s after cessation of shearing, respectively. Indices are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation.
Ex vivo kinetics of RBC aggregation with stopped flow

The stopped-flow technique lacked repeatability because the steady state of the BSC was dependent on the initial shear rate imposed by the Couette system (Fig. 3). Although there are certain exceptions, the midband amplitude at the steady state was inversely proportional to the initial shear rate, especially in the porcine case. On the contrary, the slope at steady state...
was proportional to the initial shear rate, although also with certain exceptions.

With porcine blood, the highest shear rates (i.e., 75 and 50 s⁻¹) induced complete disaggregation at \( t = 0 \) s, as exemplified by the slope close to 4 and the midband amplitude close to zero (Fig. 3a, c). Conversely, with equine blood, a shear rate of 50 s⁻¹ was insufficient to obtain the same level of disaggregation as at 75 s⁻¹, as reflected by the slope lower than 4 (Fig. 3b, d).

**Ex vivo kinetics of RBC aggregation with low flow**

When a residual shear rate of 5 s⁻¹ was applied, the BSC of blood reached a reproducible steady state with a single midband amplitude and slope, independently of the initial state of aggregation (Fig. 4). However, RBC aggregation kinetics differed depending on the starting level of aggregation: high shear rates induced starting points at \( t = 0 \) s with low midband amplitudes and high slopes (Fig. 4).

The midband amplitude converged to the same mean value in porcine and equine samples (around 0.04 cm⁻¹ sr⁻¹ in Fig. 4a, b), though the BSC evolution was completely different in both cases. Conversely, the spectral slope allowed differentiation of the two species, indicating the different nature of RBC aggregation of each one.

A different kinetic behavior of the midband amplitude occurred in equine blood when using stabilization shears of 75, 50 and 25 s⁻¹ (Fig. 4b). Contrary to the smooth increase observed in pig experiments, peaks of the midband amplitude appeared during the first 18 s of aggregation, then decreased to the same steady state as other shears. Spectral slope kinetics did not follow the same behavior.

**Intra-assay variability of in vivo measurements**

During the 10 repeated acquisitions on a volunteer, the median shear rate in the vein was stable with an average of 2.2 ± 0.6 s⁻¹ (Fig. 5a). Note that only the low-flow technique was evaluated in vivo, as the stopped-flow approach lacked reproducibility ex vivo.

The spectral slope was repeatable with a coefficient of variation of 11% for the measures performed over 60 s (Fig. 5b). The midband amplitude exhibited the same stable kinetic, but presented more variability (coefficient of variation of 33%). Contrary to the ex vivo acquisitions, the erythrocyte aggregation did not exhibit an ascending kinetic during the first 60 s (exemplified by an increase in midband amplitude and a decrease in spectral slope).

**Sensitivity of the ultrasound technique to biological inter-subject variations**

A linear correlation (\( R^2 = 82.7\% \), \( p \) value < 0.0001) was found between the ex vivo index \( S_{10} \) and the spectral slope from in vivo acquisitions after 60 s of controlled flow (Fig. 6). It is noteworthy that the native hematocrit of participants was 46.6 ± 3.5% (range: 42%–52%). As mentioned earlier, it was adjusted to 40% for laser aggregometry measurements. The difference in hematocrit between ex vivo and in vivo results had little impact, as reflected by the good correlation nevertheless obtained. Also note that the two participants who disclosed pro-aggregating diseases (i.e., aortic aneurysm and diabetes mellitus) scored the highest indexes with both techniques (Fig. 6).

The correlation between the index \( S_{10} \) and the midband amplitude was not significant (\( R^2 = 17.8\% \), \( p \) value = 0.21). The other laser aggregometry index \( S_{60} \) also exhibited a significant correlation with the spectral slope, although \( R^2 \).
was lower than that with the index $S_{10}$ ($R^2 = 64.7\%, p$ value = 0.001). The correlation between $S_{60}$ and the midband amplitude was not significant ($R^2 = 24.3\%, p$ value = 0.103).

**DISCUSSION**

**Techniques for controlling the flow shear rate**

The low-flow technique for shear rate control permitted the distinction between different levels of RBC aggregation, both in vivo and ex vivo. This study is the first to report a correlation between ex vivo and in vivo measurements of erythrocyte aggregation in humans using ultrasound, which encourages future studies in patients with acute inflammatory conditions. The spectral slope parameter was more discriminating that the simple BSC amplitude at 25 MHz: in ex vivo experiments, porcine and equine samples shared the same midband amplitude and in in vivo experiments, this last parameter did not correlate well with laser aggregometry. However, overall results suggest that the raw BSC has distinguishable characteristics to allow differentiation of RBC aggregation levels.

Yet, the low-flow technique for in vivo measurements uses a different paradigm in two senses compared with ex vivo assessments. First, the in vivo technique employs a residual low shear rate that promotes a steady state of RBC aggregation after 1 min. The native shear rate before flow reduction and ultrasound acquisition is not easily controllable physiologically. On the contrary, the ex vivo technique uses the completely disaggregated state as starting point, followed by aggregate buildup after stopping the Couette rotation. Second, the proposed in vivo method employs a single measuring time point after the stabilization of the aggregation, instead of using the weighted sum of multiple points acquired during the aggregation kinetic, as done ex vivo by the laser aggregometer.

The method of simply stopping the flow with a tourniquet for in vivo applications is not optimum because of the lack of repeatability when the initial shear rate within the vein cannot be enhanced to disrupt RBC aggregates. The observed repeatability deficiency could be the result of the reduction of interaction between erythrocytes when the flow is abruptly stopped. Erythrocytes elongate while sheared, and when shearing stops, RBCs return to their normal shape, creating a cell-free layer around them (Dobbe et al. 2003). As the attraction force depends on inter-erythrocyte distances, some of the red cells would not have close neighbors to associate with (Shehada et al. 1993). Conversely, the application of a low shear rate, such as 3 or 5 s$^{-1}$, brings closer the erythrocytes and promotes their association, while not being high enough to completely dissociate already formed aggregates (Qin et al. 1998).

The similarity in the aggregation kinetics of porcine blood at 50 and 75 s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 3a, c) suggests that the stopped flow could be repeatable if a complete disaggregation would be induced at the beginning of the acquisition. As introduced earlier, most commercial erythro-aggregometers use the complete disaggregation approach, driven by Couette or by plate-to-plate rheometry systems, to ensure repeatability (Baskurt et al. 2011). Some authors suggested the application of shakers over the vein to dissociate RBCs (Yu et al. 2005). However, there is no evidence that the disaggregation was complete in normal subjects participating in this study and that it could be effective in patients with enhanced RBC aggregation (i.e., RBCs with stronger binding energy).

**Clinical relevance of results**

An intended aim of the ultrasound protocol is to propose an inflammatory marker for monitoring postoperative complications. Knowing the existence of a strong inflammatory reaction can help the clinician to guide its treatment. An appealing characteristic of the ultrasound method is that it can be implemented for continuous monitoring, in real time and at the bedside. On the contrary, laboratory tests of inflammation or of erythrocyte aggregation require blood sampling and at least 1 h for processing. Considering that a strong inflammatory reaction may occur during the first 2 h after a cardiopulmonary bypass surgery (Tripette et al. 2013), laboratory tests are thus not optimum in this context.

In addition, the proposed ultrasound technique can be used in other contexts requiring immediate assessment of the inflammatory condition. Examples of this include assessment of sepsis in emergency units (Reggiori et al. 2009), hyper-viscosity syndrome (Lacerda et al. 2017) and selection of graft donors (Avlonitis et al. 2005). Beyond inflammation detection, erythrocyte aggregation is also a
prognostic determinant of thrombus formation (Yu et al. 2011). In this context, the ultrasound protocol may allow the assessment of blood hyper-viscosity caused by high RBC aggregation, one of the factors of Virchow’s triad of thromboembolism.

Behavior of the backscattering coefficient during the kinetic of RBC aggregation

A drawback of summarizing the backscattering coefficient with parameters is that this method hides some important characteristics of the frequency behavior of the BSC during RBC aggregation. Figure 7 illustrates ex vivo BSCs measured in Couette flow over a period of 120 s for the initial shear rate of 75 s$^{-1}$. In close to disaggregated states ($t = 0$ s), lower frequencies were less scattered than the higher ones, giving rise to a spectral slope close to 4, which is characteristic of Rayleigh scattering (see also Figs. 3c, d and 4c, d). This result has been observed several times in previous studies (Shung et al. 1976; Yu and Cloutier 2007). However, when some RBC aggregates were present, differences in scattering amplitude between low- and high-frequency ranges diminished, as evidenced by lower spectral slopes (Fig. 7b, d). Notably, in the highest aggregating conditions with horse blood, the slopes were close to zero (see the stabilization at 40 s in Fig. 4d), indicating a quasi-specular backscattering. Other researchers have observed the same behavior with whole blood (Foster et al. 1994; van der Heiden et al. 1995). However, parameterizing the BSC with single midband amplitude or spectral slope may be inappropriate under strong aggregation. Indeed, such conditions promote changes in the spectral slope over the measured bandwidth (e.g., in Fig. 7b, d toward the end of the aggregation kinetics).

Fig. 7. Examples of erythrocyte aggregation kinetics ex vivo after flow control monitored by the frequency-dependent backscatter coefficient (BSC). Under disaggregated states (dotted lines), the spectral slope on a log-log scale is close to 4, indicating Rayleigh scattering. In the presence of erythrocyte aggregation, the spectral slope is reduced. With the biggest aggregates (panel b, horse blood at a low residual shear rate), the BSC presents two regions with characteristic slopes, named here the low- and high-frequency regimes; these regimes are separated by a characteristic rupture point, which is downshifted in frequency by stronger aggregation.
Rupture points between the low- and high-frequency regimes are typified in Figure 7b. Higher RBC aggregation promotes a shift of the rupture point toward lower frequencies. Thus, a better BSC parametrization would be necessary under these conditions.

In our study, the frequency behavior of the BSC was different from that predicted by recent blood scattering theories (de Monchy et al. 2016b; Franceschini et al. 2011). These theories predict that a collection of monodisperse scatterers produces constructive and destructive interference causing peaks and valleys in the BSC at characteristic frequencies. Non-aggregating RBCs theoretically produce frequency oscillations at frequencies above 100 MHz (Fontaine et al. 1999), whereas monodisperse aggregates downshift these oscillations toward lower frequencies (Franceschini et al. 2011). Earlier modeling also assuming monodisperse aggregates did not predict peak and valley frequency oscillations simply because the BSC was approximated by a second-order frequency-dependent Taylor expansion (Franceschini et al. 2008, 2010; Yu and Cloutier 2007). By considering polydispersity in RBC aggregate sizes (Fontaine and Cloutier 2003), simulations allowed observation of frequency-dependent backscatter with a single rupture point as in our current results.

On the basis of this discussion, it is clear that proper BSC modeling should consider the variability in RBC aggregate sizes (i.e., their polydispersity). Instead of parametrizing the BSC with simple indices such as the midband amplitude and spectral slope, an alternative that would allow describing absence, normal and hyper-aggregating RBC conditions is to fit the BSC frequency response with a polydispersive effective medium theory considering the structure factor model, as recently proposed (de Monchy et al. 2016a). In this framework, the inverse problem allows assessment of the mean RBC aggregate size, their compactness and their size distribution (i.e., polydispersity). Future work should focus on assessing the robustness of this BSC parametrization for in vivo measurements of RBC aggregation.

CONCLUSIONS

The flow shear rate is the main confounding factor for in vivo measurement of erythrocyte aggregation. Stopping the flow to nullify shearing forces is not an appropriate technique as the RBC aggregation level depends on the initial flow velocity within the vessel of interest. In contrast, the technique of acquiring the data with a low residual flow is repeatable and allows both ex vivo and in vivo detection of different levels of RBC aggregation. These results add more evidence supporting the feasibility and robustness of in vivo quantitative measurements of RBC aggregation with ultrasound. Because ultrasound is widely used, is low cost and is a point-of-care imaging method, the proposed technology could become an important tool in critical care medicine for monitoring the acute-phase inflammatory response (Tripette et al. 2013) and could also be of interest for predicting venous thrombotic events (Yu et al. 2011).
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